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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Y.S. Mantri & Associates LLC has been tasked by the Desert Mountain Home Owner’s
Association (HOA) to evaluate the feasibility of designating and constructing bike facilities
along Desert Mountain Parkway, Desert Hills Drive and other Community roads as well as few
of the washes.
Based on the site observations and traffic evaluation, the following observations are noted and
improvements are suggested to make the Community bicycle friendly.
 Existing Signage and markings
The Community has adequate signing and markings along Desert Mountain Parkway and Desert
hills drive to indicate presence of bikers. However, it is suggested that the traffic signs should be
mounted on break-away posts.
 Option to accommodate dedicated bike lane on desert Mountain Parkway
The cross section of Desert Mountain Parkway can be modified to include a dedicated bike lane
on the right side of the road as part of a “Road Diet” plan. The suggested cross section will
include a 14-feet wide vehicular travel lane on the left side of the road and a six feet bike lane on
the right side of the road. (See Appendix A – Figure 7) The reduced roadway capacity will be
adequate to accommodate the future traffic demand of the Community.
 Shared lane on Two-Lane roads
The two-lane roads, including Desert Hills Drive and Chiricahua Pass can be converted to shared
lanes, marked with shared bike lane symbols or “Sharrows”. (See Appendix A – Figure 8)
 Shared lane on unmarked collector roads
The unmarked collector roads can be converted to shared lanes with use of Sharrows. (See
Appendix A – Figure 9)
 Bike Path through wash
A bike path can be installed through the wash between Madera Drive and 94th Street to form a
connector bike path. However, it may require recurring maintenance along the path of removing
debris resulting from rain storm events. (See Appendix A – Figure 10)
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1 Introduction
Desert Mountain is a residential golf community located in northeast Scottsdale, Arizona about
five miles to the east of the Town of Cave Creek. The community consists of six golf courses
that are accessed by winding roads and walking paths that follow the natural terrain offering
many scenic views of the desert landscape.
Desert Mountain contains approximately 15 miles of trails within its boundaries with varying
levels of difficulty. Hikers can access points of interest over 4,000 feet in elevation offering
views of landmarks such as Skull Mesa, New River Mesa, Elephant Butte etc.
The scenic surroundings with rolling hills make the community ideal for biking. The terrain
offers potential for bicycle lanes with varying degrees of difficulty. Many bikers visit the
community during the spring and winter seasons. Thus, the Desert Mountain Home Owners
Association (HOA) would like to explore options to develop a network of bike paths along
existing roads and trails in the community. For this purpose the HOA has sketched a plan, herein
after referred as ‘concept plan that identifies several desired routes as designated bike routes.

2 Purpose
The purpose of this technical memorandum is to evaluate the feasibility of designating and
constructing bike facilities along Desert Mountain Parkway and other roads identified in the
concept plan.
Based on the evaluation of existing conditions and the analyses of vehicular traffic in the area,
YSMA has suggested potential solutions for bike routes identified in the concept plan. YSMA
has prepared conceptual sketches to demonstrate these solutions and the sketches are attached to
this report. A map1 of the Desert Mountain community with the concept plan for bike routes is
shown in Figure 1 below:

1

Source: desertmountain.com
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Figure 1 Desert Mountain Community Proposed Bike Paths
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3 Site Visit Findings
On May 27 2016, YSMA performed field evaluations along routes identified in the concept plan
to develop an understanding of existing conditions of the roadway network, such as lane widths,
sight distances and other issues, pertinent to installing bike facilities. YSMA also analyzed the
existing traffic volumes provided by the HOA to evaluate its impact on the proposed bike
facilities. The following roadways were evaluated:


Desert Mountain Parkway;



Covey Trail;



Desert Hills Drive;



Madera Drive; and



Sundance Trail;



C B MacDonald Drive.



Chiricahua Pass;

In addition observations were made along the proposed connector routes through existing washes
between Desert Hills Drive and Desert Mountain Parkway, 95th Street and Madera Drive, and
proposed routes through the golf course between Rockaway Hills Drive and 102nd Place.
The observations made during the site visit are listed below:
3.1

Terrain

The terrain along the paved paths can be broadly classified as ‘rolling’, featuring level and
moderate slopes. The terrain is ideally suited for bike facilities as the existing grades provide
opportunity for both leisurely and high intensity biking.
3.2

Roadway Geometry

Desert Mountain Parkway is the main arterial through the community. It is a four-lane divided
highway with a typical roadway width of 23 feet (curb-to-curb) in its running section for each
direction with 11.5 feet travel lanes and a 30-feet wide (typical) median. See Figure 2.
The collector roads including Desert Hills Drive, Saguaro Forest Drive and Chiricahua Pass are
two-lane undivided highways with typical widths of 23 feet marked (curb-to-curb) with single
11.5 feet travel lanes in each direction. See Figure 2.
The residential and minor streets including Sundance Trail, Madera Drive, CB MacDonald
Drive, 102nd Place and other streets that are part of the proposed network are unmarked single
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lane roads with typical widths of 20 feet (curb-to-curb).
The geometry and the lane widths of the existing road do not allow for additional bike lanes to
be marked on the pavement while maintaining the existing travel lanes.
3.3

Shoulders

The shoulders outside the roadway widths are typically traversable and for most part do not have
adverse cut or fill slopes and appear to have sufficient widths to accommodate additional paving
required for bike lanes if considered. However, the shoulders have dense desert landscaping
including Saguaro and other cacti, decorative palms and other features that will require
relocation if bike lanes are to be added.

23’

23’
11.5’

11.5’

Figure 2 Desert Mountain Pkwy & Typical Collector Road Geometry

3.4

Travel Speeds

The posted speed limit on Desert Mountain Parkway is 35 mph. All other roads are posted at 25
mph or less.
The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD, 2009) limits the allowable posted
speed on roads considered for shared lanes to 35 mph. Thus all roads along the proposed bike
paths are within the maximum allowable 35 mph speed limit and can be considered for potential
shared lanes.
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3.5

Geometric Constraints

3.5.1 Bridge/Retaining Wall Structures:
At several locations along the proposed paths, bridges (crossing existing washes) and retaining
walls restrict the available roadway width. A few of these locations are identified below:


Desert Mountain Parkway at Rose Quartz Village;



Desert Mountain Parkway westbound at Rockaway Hills Drive;



Saguaro Forest Drive east of Chiricahua Pass;



Chiricahua Pass a quarter mile west of Saguaro Forest Drive (retaining wall);



Chiricahua Pass east of Dancing Sky Drive;



Madera Drive north of Larry Hughes Drive; and



Sundance Trail west of Skyline Drive.

The roadway width limitation dictated by these structures restricts the continuity of any
additional bike lanes that would be added to the existing roadway, if considered, or will
require extensive geometric modifications to preserve the continuity of such additional lanes.

Figure 3 Width Restrictions due to Bridge & other structures

3.5.2 Sidewalk, Gabions and Other Improvements:
At several locations along the proposed bike path, there exist improvements such as sidewalk,
gabions, electrical/communication equipment and other structures including decorative walls
with monument signs.
These installations restrict the continuity of any additional bike lanes and/or will require
extensive relocations to preserve the continuity of the bike lanes if installed outside the
existing roadway widths.
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Figure 4 Existing Sidewalk and other structures close to existing road

3.6

Visibility

A preliminary analysis along the proposed bike paths showed no factors affecting the visibility of
bikers to the drivers on the road and vise-versa. The intersection sight triangles at cross-roads
and entrances to community facilities also appear to be sufficient. However, the lack of street
lighting may affect the visibility of bikers in darkness and during twilight hours.
A detailed analysis of visibility should be performed during the design stage for bike facilities.
3.7

Existing Signage

The existing signage along the various roads in the community appears to be adequate for the
current conditions. However, it is suggested that the existing signage be mounted on breakaway
posts. Breakaway posts are designed to lessen the impact to a vehicle if struck and could
potentially minimize injury to the occupants and damage to the vehicle.
3.8

Bike Paths through Washes


Route between Madera Drive and 94th St: The wash between Madera Drive and 94th
Street appears to be wide enough to accommodate a bike path. The accesses to the wash
at Madera Drive and 94th Street provide logical beginning and end points to the connector
route.
Even though this route appears to be feasible for the installation of a bike path, the
debris carried by storms may get deposited on the bike path and can become a
significant maintenance issue.
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Route between Rockaway Hills Drive and 102nd Place: The wash between Rockaway
Hills Drive and 102nd Place does not appear to provide suitable access points to the two
roads. Also, the area surrounding the clubhouse does not appear to be immediately
suitable to the installation of a bike path with many obstructions to the potential
connector route.
This route may not be feasible for the installation of a bike path.



Route between Desert Hills Drive and Desert Mountain Parkway: The wash between
Desert Hills Drive and Desert Mountain Parkway does not appear to provide a sufficient
width along its entire length to accommodate a bike path. Towards it southern end the
wash appears to break down into several smaller streams. Also, at Desert Mountain
Parkway, the wash crosses under the bridge where there are several obstructions
including utility lines and several large size boulders.
This route may not be feasible for the installation of a bike path.






 Figure 5 Wash near Madera Drive and terrain next to club house at proposed connector route




Figure 6 Wash under bridge at Desert Mountain Parkway
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4 Traffic Analysis
4.1

Existing Traffic

Traffic volumes entering and exiting the main gate at Desert Mountain Parkway and the Desert
Hills Gate, were provided by the HOA. The traffic data collected show that approximately 3,300
vehicles per day arrive at the main gate and 2,000 vehicles arrive at the Desert Hills Drive gate in
the month of March, which is typically the month with the highest traffic volumes in the Valley.
The exit volumes recorded are approximately 60% of the entry volumes. The difference in entry
v/s exit volumes may be attributable to the fact that not all vehicles may be recorded while
exiting, but all vehicles have to pass through the gates while entering. Thus the average daily
traffic (ADT) can be considered to be 6,600 vpd at the main gate and 4, 000 vpd at the Desert
Hills Drive gate (by doubling the traffic volumes entering the gate).
It is assumed that since Desert Mountain Parkway and Desert Hills Drive provide access to the
entry and exit points to the community, these roads will have the highest traffic volumes and all
other roads will typically carry lesser traffic than these roads. In addition, Since Desert Mountain
is a gated community with restricted access points, minimal traffic is expected to ‘pass-through’
the community. Thus it can be assumed that the traffic on the collector streets is low and will
contain only traffic serving the residences and community facilities like the golf courses and
clubhouses.
The traffic volumes at the gates are assumed to be representative of the traffic volumes on Desert
Mountain Parkway and Desert Hills Drive. In the absence of hourly data, a volume equaling
10% of the daily traffic volume can be considered typical for peak hours. Thus the peak hourly
traffic volumes entering the gates can be considered to be 300 vphpd (vehicles per hour per
direction) at the Main gate and 200 vehicles vphpd at the Desert Hills gate. Assuming a 50:50
split the two-way traffic volumes on Desert Mountain Parkway and Desert Hills Drive can be
approximated to 600 vehicles per hour (vph) and 400 vph respectively.
4.2

Future Traffic

The Desert Mountain HOA website states that 1747 out of the 2401 single family residential
homes in the community are complete. Thus approximately 27% of the potential homes remain
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to be constructed. It can be expected that traffic volume on Desert Mountain roads will increase
with the completion of these homes.
Per the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual (TGM) (7th Edition),
a single family detached home unit can generate average 9.57 trips daily. Considering the total
trips gathered by the HOA at both the gates at 10,600 trips, the total trips generated by the
existing 1,747 residences appear to at least 35% lesser than expected. However, the additional
traffic generated by the future development is assumed to be generated at the average rate
prescribed by ITE to arrive at a conservative estimate. Thus it is estimated that at an additional
6,258 vehicles trips per weekday will be generated by the future development. Dividing this
volume in the same ratio as the existing volumes at the two gates, this leads to an additional
3,897 vehicles at the Main Gate and 2,631 vehicles at the Desert Hills Drive gate.
Thus, the total future volumes on Desert Mountain Parkway and Desert Hills Drive is expected
to be approximately 10,500 vpd and 6,600 vpd respectively.
4.3

Findings of Traffic Analysis

Using the planning level service volumes for the divided highway as described in Roadway
Design Manual for Maricopa County Department of Transportation, a two lane divided highway
offering a capacity of 15,900 vpd is adequate to handle the future expected traffic volume of
10,500 vpd along Desert Mountain Parkway.
Similarly a Two-lane undivided Highway providing minimal accesses along its path, can offer a
capacity of 12,800 vpd. Thus, the 6,600 vpd demand on Desert Hills Drive can be easily
accommodated by the existing two lane facility.
Thus, the expected future volumes could be adequately handled by reducing Desert Mountain
Parkway to a two lane divided roadway. The additional pavement could be utilized to stripe a
dedicated six feet bike lane with a three feet buffer to the vehicular traffic lane.
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5 Strategies for Bike Lanes on Existing Facilities
5.1

Road Diet

The Road Diet Information Guide from the FHWA safety program, advices that roadways with
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) of less than 20,000 vpd and with traffic below 750 vphpd during
the peak hour are good candidates for a “Road Diet”. A Road Diet refers to a technique where
the number of lanes on suitable roadways are reduced to provide space for other modes of
transport most commonly those that support bicyclists and pedestrians. Thus, given that the
expected traffic volumes on Desert Mountain Parkway are within the capacity of even two-lane
highways and within the advisory volumes discussed above, it appears to be a good candidate for
a Road Diet.
5.2

Shared Lanes

The MUTCD (Section 9C.07) permits the use of shared lane markings where posted speed limits
are under 35 mph. No guidance is available in current literature to determine a maximum traffic
volume on roads where shared lanes are permitted. However, it can be considered that a low
posted speed (< 35 mph) is a sufficient condition for shared lane markings to be considered.
The National Association of City Transportation Officials (NATCO), Urban Bikeway Design
Guide lists the following benefits of shared lane markings, among others:


“Encourages bicyclists to position themselves safely in lanes too narrow for a motor
vehicle and a bicycle to comfortably travel side by side within the same traffic lane.



Alerts motor vehicle drivers to the potential presence of bicyclists.



Alerts road users of the lateral position bicyclists are expected to occupy within the travel
lane.



Advertises the presence of bikeway routes to all users.



Provides a wayfinding element along bike routes.



Encourages safe passing by motorists.



Requires no additional street space.



Reduces the incidence of sidewalk riding.



Reduces the incidence of wrong-way bicycling”.
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The two-lane highways including Desert Hills Drive and Chiricahua Pass Drive and the collector
streets that are part of the proposed have posted speeds of 25 mph. Thus these routes can be
considered for shared paths.

6 Suggested Alternatives to Accommodate Bike Lanes
Based on the traffic volumes, existing roadway geometry and existing topography, the following
bike route alternatives are suggested for the Desert Mountain community:
6.1

Dedicated Bike Lane on Desert Mountain Parkway

An option would be to modify the roadway cross section of Desert Mountain to include a
dedicated bike lane on the right side of the road as part of a “Road Diet” plan. The suggested
cross section will include a 14-feet wide vehicular travel lane on the left side of the road and a
six feet bike lane on the right side of the road. The bike lane should be separated by a three feet
wide buffer zone from the vehicular traffic lane. The existing signage along the road will need to
be inventoried and modified suitably to accommodate the new dedicated bike lanes.
Additionally, the striping at the intersections will need to be designed to accommodate vehicular
traffic desiring to turn right by crossing the bike lanes. A photo-simulation of the proposed
roadway with dedicated bike lanes is shown in Figure 7, Appendix A.
6.2

Shared Lane on Two-Lane Highways

It is suggested that the two-lane highways, including Desert Hills Drive and Chiricahua Pass be
converted to shared lanes, marked with shared bike lane symbols, also known as “Sharrows”.
The existing signage along the roads will need to be inventoried and modified suitably to
complement the shared lanes. A photo-simulation of the proposed roadway with shared lanes is
shown in Figure 8, Appendix A.
6.3

Shared Lane on Unmarked Collector Roads

It is suggested that the unmarked collector roads be converted to shared lanes, with use of
Sharrows at a spacing not to exceed 250 feet be marked at the edges of the road. A photosimulation of the proposed collector road with shared lanes is shown in Figure 9, Appendix A.
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6.4

Bike Path through wash

It is suggested that a bike path be installed through the wash between Madera Drive and 94th
Street to form a connector route as identified in the conceptual plan. The bike path should have a
minimum width of 10 feet striped to separate bike traffic in both directions. A photo-simulation
of the proposed bike path through the wash is shown in Figure 10, Appendix A.
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7 Appendix A – Conceptual Sketches of Alternatives
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Figure 7 Desert Mountain Parkway - Bike Lanes with "Road Diet"

Figure 8 Shared Lanes on Two-Lane Highways
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Figure 9 Shared Lanes on Single Lane Collector Roads

Figure 10 Bike Path through Wash near Madera Drive
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